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Abstract  

Background: Paul Tessier was a pioneering plastic surgeon who founded craniofacial surgery 

and had an international influence in the field of reconstructive surgery. We reviewed his 

techniques in the reconstruction of post-noma defects in Iran in the late 1970s. 

Patients and Methods: We studied a series of 23 patients operated on by Tessier from 1974 to 

1978 in Iran (property of Association Française des Chirurgiens de la Face). They all suffered 

from noma in childhood with major facial defects.  

Results: Ten suffered from simple lip and cheek defects, nine also from nose defects and four 

from extensive facial defects. Abbe flaps were used in 15 patients to reconstruct the lips 

completed by commissuroplasty in six patients. Nose defects were reconstructed with 

nasofrontal flaps (ten cases). The outer cheek was reconstructed with a rotation flap (four 

cases), or with a frontotemporal flap (six cases). The inner cheek was reconstructed using a 

Barron−Tessier myocutaneous flap (ten cases). Of the 23 patients, flap necrosis occurred in 

five cases. 

Conclusions: Tessier was a pioneering plastic surgeon who used local flaps to reconstruct 

these important facial defects. He had a high rate of success, although nowadays local flaps 

are commonly replaced by free flaps. 
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Introduction: Paul Tessier was a leading craniofacial surgeon who came to Iran in the late 

1970s to reconstruct post-noma defects. He was invited by the Shah to apply his innovative 

techniques of facial reconstruction and restore some humanity after the extensive mutilation 

caused by noma. The invitation of world-known physicians to Iran was also part of a greater 

effort to boost and modernize Iran’s health system (Wolfe, 1997; Watts, 2008; Guichard et al., 

2013). Noma (from the Greek “‘to devour’”) is a severe infectious disease usually found in 

extreme sanitary conditions, such as many areas of rural Iran in the 1960s (Ronaghy and Nasr, 

1970; Asadi-Lari et al., 2004; Movahedi et al., 2009). Often preceded by a systemic infection 

(such as measles or malaria), it develops at a young age (peak age 1−4 years) and in 

conditions of malnutrition, poor local hygiene and medical isolation (Tempest, 1966; 

Bourgeois and Leclercq, 1999; Baratti-Mayer et al., 2003; Marck, 2003; Enwonwu et al., 

2006; Feller et al., 2013). Studies have established a link between noma and the country’s 

economic development, especially the enforcement of public health policies (Bourgeois and 

Leclercq, 1999; Marck, 2003; Enwonwu et al., 2006). The disease mechanism is not clearly 

understood but multiple factors interact from bacterial or viral infection to capillary and 

arterial microthrombosis (Baratti-Mayer et al., 2003). Noma starts as a gingival ulcer and 

quickly evolves into major facial gangrene and death in 80% of cases (Tempest, 1966; 

Bourgeois and Leclercq, 1999; Baratti-Mayer et al., 2003; Marck, 2003; Enwonwu et al., 

2006). The infection can be treated at an early stage with broad-spectrum antibiotics but most 

patients seek medical assistance at a late stage when extensive facial defects can only be 

reconstructed by surgery (Bourgeois and Leclercq, 1999; Baratti-Mayer et al., 2003; 

Enwonwu et al., 2006). 

Long term defects are very difficult to treat due to the fibrous and retracting scars which add 

to the initial tissue loss, mainly of the mouth and cheek. Patients suffer from social isolation 

following the great disfigurement and important functional complications, mainly 
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maxillomandibular constriction due to muscular fibrosis or sometimes bony ankylosis and 

fusion (Tempest, 1966; Bourgeois and Leclercq, 1999; Baratti-Mayer et al., 2003; Marck, 

2003; Enwonwu et al., 2006). Other consequences include severe dental malposition, salivary 

incontinence or speech impairment. Surgical reconstruction usually requires many procedures 

with stage by stage planning using local flaps and increasingly nowadays, free flaps (Tempest, 

1966; Montandon et al., 1991; Marck and de Bruijn, 1999; Giessler and Schmidt, 2003; 

Marck, 2003). 

Material and methods: We recovered documents comprising accounts of consultation and 

surgical procedures (from the Tessier collection (Guichard et al., 2013), property of the 

Association Française des Chirurgiens de la Face), concerning a series of 23 patients operated 

on by Paul Tessier for post-noma defects in Iran (Tehran) in the late 1970s. Tessier wrote in 

detail (in a typed or handwritten format) the clinical description of the defects and each 

surgical technique used for the facial reconstruction, all cases had photographs of the original 

defects and sometimes of post-reconstruction. He was especially meticulous and from the 

very first consultation anticipated and planned out all the following steps (Fig. 1). During the 

procedures themselves he was also very precise in his notes and discussed step by step the 

different solutions to each problem he encountered. 

From these documents, we classified the different types of defects using the Montandon 

classification (Montandon et al., 1991) (Fig. 2), thus enabling us to separate patients with 

central (type II or III) or lateral (type I or IV) defects. We also studied the different surgical 

techniques sorting them according to the anatomical structure being reconstructed. Thereby 

we compared the techniques, their frequency and effectiveness first between themselves and 

then finally to the techniques described nowadays in the literature. 

Results: A series of 14 female and nine male patients were operated on in Tehran from May 

1974 to September 1978 with a mean age of 24 years (range: 6−54) at the time of surgery. 
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The age at which the noma infection occurred was recorded in only nine cases, with a mean 

age of 7 years (range: 2−17). Based on this average, the year in which noma was contracted 

was calculated for all patients and showed a peak of incidence in the 1960s (from 1931 to 

1973). All patients came from isolated rural areas and medical assistance for defect 

reconstruction was sometimes only sought years after the initial infection. The defects were 

classified using the Montandon classification (Fig. 2) showing a majority of type I (ten, 44%) 

affecting the lip and cheek and of type II (nine, 39%) affecting the upper lip and nose. Only 

one case (4%) was of type III affecting the lower lip and chin and three patients (13%) were 

type IV suffering from extensive facial defects. The defects were always unilateral, 12 on the 

left and 11 on the right (Table 1). Half the patients (n = 12, 52%) suffered from nose defects 

(Table 2). Up to seven had severe maxillomandibular constriction, due to bony fusion in one 

case (mandible to zygoma) and masseter fibrosis in the others. Another seven patients were 

found to have important bone defects (premaxilla in six cases and mandible in the other), one 

type IV patient had extensive premaxilla, zygoma, ethmoid and orbital floor bone defects.  

As many as 13 patients had previously been unsuccessfully reconstructed using tube pedicles 

which were sometimes kept by Tessier for vestibular reconstruction but otherwise always 

removed. Indeed, Tessier considered that they were useless for the reconstruction (neither 

functional nor esthetic) and hampered his own reconstruction model. Using solely local flaps 

and an average of three procedures per patient, all the reconstructions were successful 

(including patients after secondary surgery for partial flap necrosis), although no long-term 

follow-up was available. Tracheotomy was necessary in two cases. Tessier’s preferred 

reconstruction technique for each anatomical structure can be found in Table 3. 

Concerning lip reconstruction, Tessier chose the heterolabial Abbe flap in 15 patients, mainly 

for the upper lip, completed by commissuroplasty in six patients. Masseter flaps were also 

used in four cases, when the muscle was strong enough and non-atrophic, for both the upper 
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and lower lip and a bilateral nasogenian flap for the upper lip was used once. When a 

frontotemporal flap was used for cheek reconstruction, Tessier also used it for the lips in four 

cases. To reconstruct a total or subtotal upper lip, Tessier combined a heterolabial Abbe flap 

and a cheek flap. 

The nose was almost always reconstructed with nasofrontal flaps (ten cases) to remodel all 

types of defects ranging from the columella to the ala or the nose tip. The dorsum was 

reconstructed with iliac bone grafts in three cases and the nose floor or anterior palate were 

reconstructed with bone grafts (six cases) and septal grafts (three cases). When dealing with 

extensive type IV defects ranging from the cheek to the ala, the outer lining flap was often 

used to complement the reconstruction. 

The outer cheek was reconstructed with a rotation flap (four cases), or with a frontotemporal 

flap (six cases), which was also used to correct the lower lip when possible. Submental island 

flaps were used twice and a retro-auricular-mastoidian flap and a direct left interior arm flap 

(Kong Bok, 1981) were used once. The inner cheek was reconstructed mainly using 

Barron−Tessier myocutaneous flaps (Fig. 3) for important defects (ten cases) and with 

mucosal flap in two less important cases. 

Bone grafts were used in ten cases to support the soft tissue flaps and were always taken from 

the iliac bone mainly for premaxilla reconstruction. Skin grafts were also used in 13 cases to 

correct frontotemporal and nasofrontal flap harvesting sites. 

Constriction was successfully treated in all cases, mostly by excision of masseter fibrosis and 

in one case by mandibular osteotomy due to bony fusion between the coronoid process and 

the zygoma. Teeth were extracted when necessary and a Le Fort I osteotomy was carried out 

in one case to correct a severe maxillary retrusion. 

Out of the 23 patients, partial flap necrosis occurred in five cases and only concerned the 

cheek reconstruction, Barron−Tessier flaps had been used in four of the cases and the direct 
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interior arm flap. A new procedure was necessary in two cases and the cheek was 

reconstructed using a frontotemporal and submental island flap. 

Precise description of the surgical procedure is given in three cases: a patient with a central 

type II defect (case A, Fig. 3), with a lateral type IV defect (case B, Fig. 4) and lastly with 

another challenging type IV defect which was, in Tessier’s own words “‘la plus importante 

reconstruction hémi-faciale que j’ai entreprise en un seul temps’” (the largest hemi-facial 

reconstruction that I have undertaken in a single stage; case C, Fig. 2 and 5). 

Case A, a type II 19-year-old patient suffered important lesions to the upper lip, left corner of 

the mouth and nose, with columella, left ala, nose tip and dorsum defects. The patient had 

benefited at a younger age from numerous surgical procedures using tubed pedicle flaps 

which had to be replaced. Tessier first reconstructed the lip using a heterolabial flap for the 

left upper lip and the nose with a nasofrontal flap, reinforced by a bone graft. Skin was later 

grafted to the frontal donor-site. In a second stage, the patient benefited from a left 

commissuroplasty, Z−plasties of the scars and excision of excess tissue. In a final stage 

conchal cartilage graft to the left ala and Le Fort I osteotomy to correct maxillary retrusion 

was planned and the reconstruction was complete after five procedures. 

Case B, a type IV 17-year-old patient also suffered from extensive noma sequellae with up to 

five attempted reconstructions using tube pedicle flaps, resulting in extensive cheek fibrosis 

continuing in the left lower and upper lip and major maxillomandibular constriction. The tube 

pedicle flaps were first removed by Tessier who then released the constriction with excision 

of masseter fibrosis. The left lip and corner of mouth were reconstructed using a masseter flap, 

the outer cheek using a frontotemporal flap and the inner cheek using a Barron−Tessier 

myocutaneous flap. Skin was grafted to the frontotemporal donor-site and the reconstruction 

was complete after two procedures. 
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Case C was a 22-year-old patient with a complex type IV defect of the left side of the face 

with important cheek and nose defects (ala, columella) and severe constriction but most 

importantly a complete destruction of the left maxillary bone (including the orbital floor) and 

induced deformity of the left mandible. Extensive excision of scar tissue in the cheek and 

osteotomy of the mandible were necessary to partially lift the constriction. Tessier decided on 

a bold one-stage reconstruction using a temporal muscle flap reinforced by a fragment of the 

coronoid process to reconstruct the orbital floor (as described by Tessier in Fig. 5) and four 

different cutaneous local flaps to reconstruct the cheek and nose. A frontal flap was used to 

create a lateral nasal wall and a right frontotemporal flap to shape the nose. The cheek was 

reconstructed with a Barron−Tessier cervical flap for the inner lining and a left 

frontotemporal flap for the outer lining and finally skin was grafted to the large frontal donor-

site. In a second stage Tessier grafted iliac bone to the maxillary and mandibular defects and 

the reconstruction was complete after four procedures. 

Discussion: Tessier was an innovative surgeon who believed that all facial defects could be 

reconstructed using local or regional flaps after precise planning, following the precept of 

craniofacial autarchy (meaning that he considered the head and neck to be self-sufficient for 

reconstruction). Most of the techniques he introduced are still widely used today (Wolfe, 

1997). All the previous reconstruction attempts in this series consisted of unsuccessful tubed 

pedicles and Tessier helped to develop the use of local flaps as an excellent functional and 

aesthetic solution to facial defects (Tempest, 1966; Adekeye and Ord, 1983). 

The study of patient defects enables us, like other authors (Tempest, 1966; Adams-Ray and 

James, 1992; Pittet et al., 2001; Giessler et al., 2005), to distinguish two main reconstruction 

issues, in central defects with the nose and premaxilla (type II) and in lateral defects with the 

cheek and jaw constriction (type I and IV). The lip and especially the upper lip was almost 

always concerned in both reconstructions. 
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The lip was most often repaired with a heterolabial flap and commissuroplasty when 

necessary. This is consistent with most authors as it is the way to best preserve the lip fullness 

with continence and aesthetic result (Tempest, 1966; Montandon et al., 1991; Adams-Ray and 

James, 1992). In lateral defects Tessier often used tissue from the cheek to complete 

reconstruction of the lip, using either the outer lining (frontotemporal or cheek island or 

rotation flap) or the masseter muscle itself. This was an innovative technique which gave 

muscle support and thickness to a mutilated corner of mouth as in facial paralysis 

rehabilitation (Sawhney, 1977; Conley and Gullane, 1978; Demir et al., 2001). Also some 

teams now prefer the use of free flaps (mostly forearm) to reconstruct large defects of the lip, 

the functional results, especially continence, are always disappointing compared with muscle 

or heterolabial flaps (Montandon et al., 1991; Giessler and Schmidt, 2003; Giessler et al., 

2007). The use of the nasofrontal flap for the reconstruction of the nose has also been widely 

used in other teams in the 1970s and nowadays with excellent aesthetic results as can be seen 

in case A (Tempest, 1966; Montandon et al., 1991; Dean and Magee, 1997). Indeed no other 

local or free flap enables such an easy and effective reconstruction of the complex shape of 

the nose. 

Repairing the cheek can be done with a large variety of methods either local or free flaps. 

Most authors agree that cheek reconstruction ideally needs double lining, although some 

teams use only one thick musculocutaneous flap (Adekeye et al., 1986; Adams-Ray and 

James, 1992; Ahmad et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2009). Tessier always used the Barron−Tessier 

flap to rebuild the inner lining of the cheek and mostly temporofrontal rotation flaps for the 

outer lining. When possible he did a slit masseter transposition to the corner of the mouth as 

an intermediate layer for lip fullness as discussed previously. Tessier was one of the first to 

develop this local platysma island flap technique (Fig. 6) rather than other regional flaps with 

great donor-site morbidity such as the deltopectoral or inner arm flap (Kong Bok, 1981; 
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Adekeye and Ord, 1983; Adekeye et al., 1986). This highly reliable flap has many advantages 

as it is very thin and comparable to native tissue, has no donor-site morbidity and is 

technically simple (Futrell et al., 1978; Cannon et al., 1982; Coleman et al., 1983; Hurwitz et 

al., 1983; Talmant, 1983; Tessier et al., 2011). The main drawback in this series was the 

partial necrosis where total reconstruction was needed in two cases (10%) compared with 0−8% 

in the literature (Futrell et al., 1978; Coleman et al., 1983; Talmant, 1983; Tessier et al., 2011). 

The use of local flaps for the outer lining of the cheek such as the frontotemporal or 

submental flap was more common and easily found in the literature (Tempest, 1966; 

Barthelemy et al., 2002; Behan et al., 2013). The comparison to the more recent techniques of 

cheek reconstruction using free flaps (mostly forearm or parascapular) seem to favor Tessier’s 

simpler and more functional approach in native hospitals. Also, compared with radial forearm 

flaps which take three to four hours, the Barron−Tessier flap can be completed in one hour, 

which significantly reduces operation time. Different studies show a high short-term failure 

rate (10%) and an important long-term complication rate due to the lack of appropriate 

follow-up, which show that the complexity of the procedures associated with suboptimal 

native hospital conditions render free flaps more perilous to use in post-noma defects 

(Montandon et al., 1991; Giessler and Schmidt, 2003; Giessler et al., 2007; Bouman et al., 

2010). 

Indeed the strategy varies depending on whether the patient is operated on in a native hospital 

and in a one-stage or multi-stage planned operation. When treating post-noma defects, Tessier 

followed Tempest’s principle of “‘safe, sound and simple’” where the goal is to restore 

satisfactory function and especially limit constriction rather than multiply complex procedures 

trying to obtain a perfect aesthetic result (Tempest, 1966). This particularly makes sense 

because most procedures as is this series take place during missions in the native country with 

sometimes suboptimal conditions and very short follow-up. Some teams, on the contrary, 
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prefer to have the patients travel to their hospital, enabling them to use more complex 

procedures such as free flaps in a more secure environment (Montandon et al., 1991; Pittet et 

al., 2001). Nowadays, more and more free flaps are being used in native countries while 

attempting one-stage free flap reconstructions (Dean and Magee, 1997), however, a noma 

follow-up study tends to confirm Tessier’s approach and shows a long-term complication rate 

of 64% in free flaps and a significantly much higher rate of success with simple local 

procedures comparing different teams (Bouman et al., 2010). 

The main limit of this series is the lack of long term follow-up especially concerning 

constriction which, as we have seen can reappear even after excellent initial results, although 

this is mainly due to a lack of physiotherapy (Bisseling et al., 2010; Bouman et al., 2010). 

This series of patients also emphasizes the sanitary situation in rural areas of Iran in the 1960s 

which was much more extreme than one could think of nowadays (Asadi-Lari et al., 2004; 

Movahedi et al., 2009). Although Tessier’s work was greatly needed the main battle was in 

the prevention of the disease. Statistics of children under five, during noma’s peak of 

incidence, give a very good indication of nutrition and general health. Most of the population 

lived in rural areas (62% of the population in villages under 5000 inhabitants in 1970) with 

poor nutrition, lack of sanitation and understanding of basic health measures and isolated 

from medical assistance (Ronaghy and Nasr, 1970). Attempts to improve public health in 

rural areas started in 1964 with the creation of a “‘health corps’” and in 1973 with the 

“‘auxiliary health workers’” (Ronaghy and Nasr, 1970; Zeighami et al., 1977; Barzegar and 

Djazayery, 1981). The first were young doctors who spent a few years in rural areas instead of 

their military service. The auxiliary health workers were trained for a few months to treat 

basic medical conditions and were sent to live within communities in remote rural areas 

where physicians were absent (Zeighami et al., 1977; Barzegar and Djazayery, 1981). They 

were allowed to give basic medication (including antibiotics) and would refer more 
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complicated cases to physicians in local towns. A 1981 study showed a decrease in the 

birthrate and of under-five death rates explained by better infant nutrition, such as earlier solid 

food supplementation instead of sole breast-feeding, and earlier disease treatment (Barzegar 

and Djazayery, 1981). 

Conclusion: This paper shows the importance of planning in the reconstruction of post-noma 

defects. Tessier carefully anticipated all the stages using simple local flaps which did not 

require optimal medical conditions. He also preferred to operate in native Iranian hospitals 

(although he sometimes had patients brought to France) limiting the reconstruction to a few 

surgical stages which required short follow-up. This strategy proved to be successful in all 

cases of these series although the reconstruction of the cheek proved to be challenging with 

some partial necrosis of his Barron−Tessier platysma flaps. Moreover, the cases emphasize 

the destructive aspect of this disease and its link to extreme poverty, especially malnutrition 

and protein depletion. Its occurrence in Iran, a country which has nowadays a developed 

health system and strong health statistics for children under five, shows the efforts that have 

been made since the peak of incidence of these cases in the 1960s.  
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Table 1. Defects according to Montandon type 

Montandon Constriction Upper lip Lower lip COM* Nose Cheek Bone 

Type I n=10 3 (30%) 10 (100%) 7 (70%) 7 (70%) 0 (0%) 7 (100%) 1 (10%) 

Type II n =9 0 (0%) 8 (89%) 3 (33%) 5 (56%) 9 (100%) 6 (67%) 4 (45%) 

Type III n =1 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 

Type IV n =3 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 3 (100%) 1 (33%) 

Overall n =23 7 (30%) 22 (96%) 14 (61%) 16 (70%) 12 (52%) 17 (74%) 7 (30%) 

*Corner of mouth 

 

Table 2. Nose defects in 12 patients (type II and IV) 

 Floor Ala Columella Tip Septum Dorsum 

n 8 11 8 6 1 2 

% 67 92 67 50 8 16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Tessier preferred reconstruction flaps (by number of cases) 

Lip Nose Outer cheek Inner cheek Bone 

Heterolabial (15) Nasofrontal (10) Frontotemporal (6) BT* (10) Iliac (10) 

Commisuroplasty (6) 

Masseter flap (4) 
 

Cheek rotation (4) 

Submental (2) 
  

Frontotemporal (4)     

*BT: Barron−Tessier 
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Fig. 1: Example (case C) of the notes used by Tessier showing the careful anticipation and 

planning of the surgical stages. The entire project is written down during the first consultation 

with the patient. It is then discussed at each step of the reconstruction. This thoroughness 

certainly played an important role in Tessier’s progress and success as a surgeon. 

 

Fig. 2: Examples of post-noma defects using Montandon classification. Type I (upper left) 

limited to corner of the mouth and cheek; type II (lower left) upper lip and nose; type III 

(upper right) lower lip; type IV (lower right) extensive cheek defect including malar or orbital 

bone (case C) 

 

Fig. 3: Case A, central defect (type II), upper lip reconstructed with heterolabial Abbe flap, 

nose with frontal flap. Secondary commissuroplaty and Z−plasties. Photos before and after 

reconstruction. Tessier’s main concern in this case was the lip reconstruction, he considered 

in his initial assessment a masseter flap (as in case B), but preferred the Abbe flap so as to 

preserve the intact masseter muscle. 

 

Fig. 4: Case B, lateral defect (type IV), lips reconstructed with masseter flap, inner cheek 

with Barron−Tessier flap, outer cheek with frontal-temporal flap. Photos before and after 

reconstruction. In his comments Tessier especially emphasized the use of the masseter flap 

saying that he was very pleased with the functional result. 

 

Fig. 5: Orbital floor reconstruction using a temporal flap associated with a nasofrontal flap 

(Sketch by Francine Gourdin from the Tessier collection, AFCF), used in case C. Tessier 

makes comments on this procedure after the surgery comparing it to another patient (mainly 
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on where to divide the temporal muscle and discussion of the viability of the pedicle). Once 

again, this is great insight into how a meticulous Tessier became an innovative surgeon. 

 

Fig. 6: Barron−Tessier platysma myocutaneous island flap. Illustration (Tessier et al., 2011) 

showing the anatomy of the Barron−Tessier flap, blood brought by artery perforators and 

drained by superficial veins. 

 

Fig. 7: Translation of Fig. 1 (to be made available online). 
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• Detailed account of Paul Tessier’s approach to noma reconstruction; 

 

• Importance of pre-operative step by step planning; 

 

• Presence of noma in 20
th

 century Iran; 

 

• Local flaps preferred to free flaps in facial reconstruction; 

 

• Description of the Barron-Tessier myocutaneous flap for inner cheek reconstruction. 


